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Yuma Crossing National Heritage Area Corporation
2012-2013 Annual Report

A riverfront revitalized … and a commitment to sustain the gains.
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A Letter from

the Chair
In January 2012, I became the
Corporation’s 4th Chairperson since
2002. It is an honor to follow in
the footsteps of past Chairs Steve
Bell, Gary Munk, and Patricia Ware,
who have guided Yuma’s riverfront
redevelopment for the past decade.
The results have been dramatic: two
beautiful riverfront parks, an extensive
multi-use trail system, 400 acres of
wetlands restored, a commitment to
tell the story of the Yuma Crossing, and
saving and revitalizing Yuma’s two
state historic parks.
In 2012, we have continued to make
progress all along our riverfront.
Through the efforts of our staff,
volunteers, grant agencies, and
financial contributors, we have made
the Yuma Territorial Prison selfsustaining, and are working on a plan
to do the same for the Quartermaster
Depot. We fulfilled a commitment to
undertake a major adobe restoration
at 106 S. Madison Avenue, putting the
property back into productive use.
We secured a long-term agreement
for maintenance of the Yuma East
Wetlands.
2013 presents its own set of challenges.
The federal budget deficit must be
addressed by the Congress, which
could seriously impact the National
Park Service, one of the pillars of
our funding. The continued deep
recession has put financial stress on
all our partners, such as state and
local governments, as well as private
foundations.
We remain confident, however, that
with the continued support of the Yuma
community we can and will secure the
hard-won gains on Yuma’s riverfront for
future generations.

2012 YTP Fundraiser

THE COMMUNITY
RESPONDS
TO THE CALL
TO PRESERVE
YUMA’S TWO STATE
HISTORIC PARKS
BACKGROUND STORY
The severe economic recession in 2008-2009 caused significant
budget shortfalls for governments at all levels. One of the results was a major reduction in funding for Arizona State Parks,
which led to a decision to close both state parks in Yuma.

Sincerely,

In October 2009, the City of Yuma agreed to lease the Yuma
Quartermaster Depot (QMD) and asked the Yuma Crossing National Heritage Area (YCNHA) to manage the park on the community’s behalf. On April 1, 2010, Arizona State Parks similarly
turned over operations of the Yuma Territorial Prison State Historic Park (YTP) to the Yuma community.

Thomas D. Rushin, Chair
Yuma Crossing National
Heritage Area

This report summarizes the work over the last three years to
make the parks sustainable and discusses the challenges and
opportunities ahead.
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Yuma Territorial Prison
When the Heritage Area took over management of the park
on April 1, 2010, the community faced a daunting set of
circumstances.
•

The City of Yuma, while it arranged to lease the
park from the state, was not in a position to assist
financially.

•

The park had been running an operating loss in
excess of $100,000 annually.

•

The Prison suffered from years of deferred
maintenance and lack of marketing.

•

The Heritage Area was taking over the Prison just
as the slow summer season began, with very little
operating revenue anticipated.

Fortunately, the community rallied to raise more than
$70,000 in just 60 days through the volunteer efforts of the
“Chain Gangs”. These funds were the vital lifeline to address
immediate needs for maintenance and museum upgrades,
while buying time to develop a longer term business plan.
In the summer of 2010, the YCNHA developed a business plan
which simultaneously called for :
1) reducing operating costs,
2) investing in the physical plant,
3) upgrading the museum exhibits, and
4) aggressively marketing the Prison to a broader
regional market.

1 ) Operations — The Heritage Area has a small but
dedicated full-time staff, so recruiting more than 20
volunteers who helped out by conducting tours, cleaning,
dusting, and do minor “handyman” repairs was a key
part of our success. The Heritage Area could never have
achieved significant operational savings without their help.
Heritage staff also upgraded the gift shop, buying smart,
and increasing the profit margin on sales. This has resulted
in a phenomenal increase in retail sales. Park Manager
Mike Guertin and his staff deserve all the credit for this
remarkable turnaround.
2 ) Investing in the Physical Plant — The Prison suffered
from years of deferred maintenance. The Yuma Territorial
Prison has benefited greatly from local companies who
did needed repair work at cost. The lawn looked haggard
because its irrigation lines were broken in multiple places.
Local contractors dug up the lawn, replaced the entire
irrigation system, and reseeded it in 2010. The antiquated
and poorly-functioning restrooms were entirely renovated
with the help of local contractors. .
In the summer of 2011, with some of the funds from the
second annual fundraiser, the Heritage Area replaced the
deck on the Guard Tower. With the support of the National
Park Service and Arizona State Parks, the Heritage Area
recently completed a major restoration of the sally port, one
of the last remaining original adobe structures on the site.
In the summer of 2012, with the proceeds from the third
annual fundraiser. the Heritage Area replaced deteriorating
sidewalks and installed a beautiful new historic timeline
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— another customer favorite — on a beveled-edge granite
monument.
Not surprisingly, park staff has received many compliments
from our customers, with the most frequent comment being
that they were glad to see the place being cared for “with so
much pride.”
3 ) Investing in the Museum Exhibits — The exhibits had
not been updated for more than 30 years. Visitors had little
reason to return to the Prison if there was nothing new
to see. If the park had any hope of increasing attendance
and revenues, the Heritage Area had to refresh the visitor
experience. Normally, a major renovation of a museum takes
several years, involving planning, fundraising, design, and
contracting with museum exhibit fabricators. There was not
that kind of time or money.
Nevertheless, the goal was to update the museum
by November 15, 2010 — in time for the busy winter
season. Curator Tina Clark developed a master plan which
involved energizing the telling of the Prison story with
monumental-sized graphics. She also expanded the exhibits
to relate the history of the facility in the 100 years since the
Prison was closed, including the stories of the Yuma High
School “Crims”, of preserving the Prison, and of the role
the Prison played in Hollywood lore. With the help of the

Caballeros de Yuma, the Heritage Area entirely renovated
the museum theater with new carpeting, seating, paint, and
modern audio-visual technology.
In 2011, from a portion of the proceeds of the fundraiser
that year, the park was able to purchase the Gatling gun
replica — one of the most requested items from customers
and community alike. In 2012, the museum entered the
digital age with new exhibits on the nine Mormon prisoners
incarcerated in 1885.
4 ) Marketing the Prison — The Prison had declined in
attendance from 100,000 visitors in the late 1980s to just
50,000 when the local community took over operations.
Improving the park made it more feasible to aggressively
market it as a “rebranded” product. The Yuma Visitors
Bureau (YVB) played a crucial role in committing substantial
advertising dollars and managing our public relations
campaign. With help of a locally-owned company, the
marketing effort included three billboards along Interstate
8. The Heritage Area distributed 130,000 brochures
throughout Arizona and Southern California. With the help
of local law enforcement and other nonprofits, the Heritage
Area reinstituted a tradition of “Halloween at the Prison”,
attracting more than 1,800 children for a “safe and scary”
trick or treat night.
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All of these efforts have paid dividends.. While
the business plan had called for “operational self
sufficiency” within three to five years, the Heritage
Area is pleased to announce that it reached this
goal in just the second year of local operations.
None of this would have been possible without the
help of the community and the hard work of staff
and volunteers.

Thank you, Yuma!

Looking Ahead
The Territorial Prison is well
positioned for 2013. The park
relies exclusively on operating
revenues, along with advertising
support from the Yuma
Visitors Bureau and our annual
fundraiser, to maintain the park.
In coming years, the “dream” is
to bring the cells to life with the
voices of the prisoners through
an elaborate sound system.
Making the museum experience
relevant and engaging to 21st
century visitors is part of our
commitment to sustainability.
In 2013, our main priority is to
discuss with the City of Yuma
and Arizona State Parks the
long-term future of both parks.
It is clear that the entire Yuma
community wants to develop
a long-term partnership with
Arizona State Parks for local
management and control of
the parks. With a long-term
agreement, we can then
develop a five-year capital plan
and continue making needed
improvements to the park.

PHOTOS (Opposite page)
Young and old love the mystique of the Territorial Prison.
• Top Left- The museum features new exhibits and a Gatling Gun replica.
• Top Right -Youngsters explore a prison cell.
• Bottom Left- The Cell Block.
• Bottom Middle / Right - Gift Shop revenues help sustain the park.

Finally, we have decided to
move our annual fundraiser to
November 2013. We wanted
to avoid competing with other
worthy nonprofits during the
busy winter season.
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YUMA QUARTERMASTER DEPOT
In 1997, the City of Yuma funded the development of the park and assisted with some annual operating funds. Despite that
support, Arizona State Parks decided to close the park in 2009, facing a $100,000 operating deficit. Local partners came
together to keep the park open. The Yuma Crossing National Heritage Area committed $50,000 of its National Park Service
funds. In addition, it invited the Yuma Visitors Bureau (YVB) to relocate its Visitor Information Center to the entrance
building. The additional rent from YVB, along with its “visitor contact” staff managing the entrance building, helped bridge
the budget gap.

While the immediate budget deficit was managed,
the QMD faced two major challenges.
1) The QMD never had been able to attract the same levels
of attendance as the Yuma Territorial Prison. In the last
year of state operations, attendance was only 11,000 people.
However, by moving YVB’s Visitor Information Center to the
park and eliminating the admission charge, attendance grew
to 85,000—half of whom toured the park. In addition, in
partnership with the Yuma Visitors Bureau, major community
events such as the Christmas Village and Lettuce Days
have made the Quartermaster Depot a hub for community
activities.

2) Arizona State Parks never had the budget to maintain
the park properly. Deferred maintenance was compounded
by a sharp increase in usage and attendance over the last
two years. The Heritage Area completed restoration of the
historic buildings in February 2012 with adobe repair, roof
reconstruction and new wood shingles. To do that, we
received technical assistance and capital grant funding from
the National Park Service and Arizona State Parks totaling
more than $300,000. In addition, more than $100,000 has
been invested by the Heritage Area over the last two years
on basic maintenance, such as termite control, irrigation
improvements, replacement of air conditioning units, and
sewer and water system upgrades.
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Where does the
Quartermaster Depot
go from here?
This historic state park has two compelling stories to tell:
the 19th century story of supplying military forts throughout
the Southwest from steamboats on the Colorado River and
the 20th century story of creating a dam and canal system
to manage water in the desert. To begin telling those stories,
the Heritage Area completed an exhibit on the 1912 opening
of the Yuma Siphon, which is a water tunnel under the
Colorado River that brings water to the Yuma Valley.

The long-range plan is to bring to life
the romance of the steamboat era
as well as tell the story of the Colorado
River — past, present, and future
We were also fortunate enough to secure a traveling exhibit
from the National Park Service entitled “Alcatraz: Life on
the Rock”. This 3,000-square-foot exhibit, which will be in
Yuma from January 12 to April 14, 2013, brings the story of
Alcatraz to the many people unable to visit Alcatraz itself
and is managed by Alcatraz Cruises, the NPS concessionaire.
It is a great attraction for the QMD and serves as a natural
complement to the Yuma Territorial Prison. The Union
Pacific Foundation has agreed to sponsor the exhibit and
is also sponsoring local school trips to the exhibit. Arizona
Western College’s Theater Department students are getting
into the act as “living history” characters within the exhibit.
PHOTOS -Top to Bottom:
• The popular Alcatraz exhibit.
• Telling the story of the steamboats on the Colorado River.
• The new “Back in Time” Pie Shop.
• Exploring the story of the Yuma Siphon.

The Heritage Area also is hosting a farmers market and
opening an old-fashioned pie shop during the 2012-2013
winter season. We have also added an exhibit recounting the
leadership role Yuma is playing in restoring the wetlands of
the lower Colorado River.
To accomplish all this – and to keep up the level of
maintenance – we are now charging admission to the park.
This will put the QMD on the path of sustainability for the
long term.
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PRESERVING YUMA’S
ARCHITECTURAL
PAST
106 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
In 1877, the Southern Pacific Railroad came
across the Colorado River into Yuma, spawning
a commercial building boom along Madison
Avenue. The adobe structures along Madison
survived the flood of 1916 (which resulted in a
municipal ban on further adobe construction)
and, later on, became the foundation for the
Brinley Historic District.

As the number of adobe structures dwindled
due to neglect over the last century, the
Heritage Area Board decided to take action
to preserve a strategically-placed historic
resource. In 2009, three adobe buildings on the
National Register of Historic Places were slated
for sale and possible demolition, as they sat
across from the new federal courthouse site
being proposed. The Heritage Area was able to
step in and purchase the properties with nonfederal funds.

PHOTOS -Top to Bottom:
• Major reconstruction of the roof structure and adobe wall restoration.
• From gut rehabilitation to first class professional office space: Above,
exterior before and after restoration. Below, Interior before and after.

Over the last two years, the Heritage Area
has been able to save and restore the largest
building of the three and to put it back into
productive use. The Heritage Area is now
working on improvements to the side buildings.
It is hoped that this restoration will serve as a
model to spur additional private restoration and
redevelopment of the remaining historic adobes
of the Brinley District.
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A Model for
Wetlands
Restoration
YUMA EAST WETLANDS
The Yuma East Wetlands is considered a
model for wetlands restoration in the desert
Southwest and has succeeded in the face
of significant obstacles. From a technical
standpoint, high soil salinity and reduced river
flows made “experts” question the project’s
viability. Back in 2001, this 1,400 acre area was
a jungle of non-native vegetation, hobo camps,
and trash dumps which literally cut the Yuma
community off from the river.
More than 350 acres have been restored, with
approximately 250,000 trees, plants, and grass
plugs planted. The success can be traced to a
strong partnership forged among the major
stakeholders — the Quechan Indian Tribe,
the City of Yuma, the Heritage Area, Bureau
of Reclamation and Arizona Game and Fish
Department — along with grant funding from
16 different sources.
A longstanding concern is how to ensure that
areas that have been revitalized will stay
“restored”. With invasive species like salt cedar
so dominant, areas cannot be left without
some level of maintenance. Several years
ago, the Lower Colorado River Multi-Species
Conservation Program (MSCP) — a coalition
of the federal government, southwestern
states, and irrigation districts committed to
restoring more than 8,000 acres of wetlands
— approached the Heritage Area about
participating in the program.
After much discussion among the stakeholders,
an historic agreement was reached that will
make available 50 years of maintenance
funding. The MSCP will provide 70% of the
annual maintenance funding, while the
Heritage Area, Quechan Indian Tribe, and
the City of Yuma will provide 10% each. The
Heritage Area will manage the area on behalf
of all the partners. This agreement for longterm maintenance is a credit to all the partners
who have provided leadership to make this
project a reality.

PHOTOS - Top to Bottom:
• Enjoying a hike on the riverside.
• Volunteers play a big role in bank line restoration.
• A view from the Herb Guenther Scenic Overlook.
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES (PRELIMINARY)
For the Fiscal Period Ending September 30, 2012
REVENUE AND SUPPORT
Federal, State and Local Grants

$2,172,687

City of Yuma - In Kind Contribution

$430,405

Entrance Fees and Merchandise Sales

$449,011

Fund Raising and Special Events

$117,399

Rental Income

$86,791

Charitable Donations

$14,544

Private Foundation Grants and Other Revenue
Total Revenue and Support

$29,476
$3,300,313

EXPENSES AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
State Historic Parks (YTP/QMD)
Operations and Maintenance

$579,929

Exhibit Installation and Repairs

$76,123

Sally Port Restoration

$74,759

Wetlands Restoration
Yuma East Wetlands Project Administration, Operations & Maintenance, and Permitting

$754,989

Hunters Hole Restoration Project

$597,677

Yuma West Wetlands Restoration Project

$40,393

Adobe Restoration
Madison Avenue Property Restoration Project
Utilities, Insurance and Interest Expense

$415,411
$16,323

Administration and Operations
City of Yuma - In Kind Salaries and Rent
Heritage Programming
General and Administrative
Total Expenses and Capital Improvements
Excess (Deficit) of Revenue over Expenses
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$430,405
$20,110
$242,760
$3,248,879
$51,434
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GRANT RECAP
For the Fiscal Period Ending September 30, 2012
Federal, State and Local Grants Awarded to YCNHA, Secured and Managed by YCNHA
National Park Service (Task Agreement - FFY 2011)

$270,242

National Park Service (Task Agreement - FFY 2012)

$248,243 (04/12 - 09/12)

(10/11 - 01/12)

Bureau of Reclamation

$826,185

Bureau of Land Management

$48,361

Arizona Game & Fish

$4,985

Arizona Water Protection Fund

$549,913

Arizona State Parks

$74,759

City of Yuma

$150,000
$2,172,687

United States Department of Transportation: Federal transportation enhancement grants
processed through the Arizona Department of Transportation
Pivot Point Canal Walk Multi-Use Pathway

$840,312

Yuma East Wetlands Multi-Use Pathway

$497,302

West Wetlands Parkway Multi-Use Pathway

$700,000

Downtown/Interstate 8 Trailblazing & Directional Signage Program

$499,790
$2,537,404

Note: These City of Yuma grants are not reflected in YCNHA financial statements. Because the physical improvements benefit Yuma’s riverfront
area, Heritage Area staff apply for, secure, and manage these grants within the framework of the City of Yuma’s Capital Improvement Program.
The figures represent the total grant awards, and the projects are in various stages of permitting, design, and construction.

Total Grants Managed

$4,710.091

YUMA TERRITORIAL PRISON
Entrance Fees & Merchandise Sales by Calendar Year

$279,394

2010

$385,985

2011

$436,143

2012
$100K

$200K

$300K

$400K

PHOTOS (Left to Right):
• The John M. Roll Federal
Courthouse under construction,
set to open in 2013
• Dedicating the Herb Guenther
Scenic Overlook in YumaEast
Wetlands
• Founders Plaza honors Yumans
who worked for decades to
revitalize the riverfront.
• Retiring Senator Jon Kyl, seen here
touring the Yuma East Wetlands.
Yuma appreciates all of his support
over the past decade.
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Yuma Crossing
National Heritage Area Corporation
180 West 1st Street, Suite E
Yuma, Arizona 85364
928-373-5198 (Office)
928-373-5191 (Fax)
www.yumaheritage.com

a special thanks

Board of the Yuma Crossing
National Heritage Area Corporation

Our Dedicated Staff

Thomas D. Rushin, Chair

Charles Flynn, Executive Director
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Ian Watkinson, Secretary/Treasurer

Tina Clark, Curator and Historian

Lee Baiza, Superintendant, Organ Pipe
National Monument (nonvoting)

Mike Guertin, Territorial Prison Manager and his staff
Rebecca Fox, Finance Director and her staff
Ali Beichler, Administrative Assistant and Grants Manager
Stephanie Caraway, Administrative Associate
Tammy Snook, Park Ranger

Cody Beeson, Yuma City Councilman
Bobby Brooks, Restauranteur and former City Councilman
Julie Engel, Director, GYEDC
Brian Golding, Sr., EDA Director, Quechan Indian Tribe
Lynn Pancrazi, Arizona State Senator
Lenore Lorona Stuart, Yuma County Supervisor
Debbie Townsend, Farmer

